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Everything was cool white in this Amsterdam 
apartment until interior designer Nicole Dohmen  

was invited to make it super colourful and fun

WORDS NATASJA ADMIRAAL  PHOTOGRAPHY THIJS DE LEEUW & WILLEMIJN DE LEEUW

cheat sheet
Who lives here Gertjan Langeland, 

who works in the centre of Amsterdam 

and wanted somewhere close by. 

Style of home A two-bedroom 

apartment in an early 20th-century 

building with huge windows on one 

side and plenty of living space, 

renovated in an eclectic, upbeat 

contemporary style by Holland’s 

Atelier ND Interior.

LIVING ROOM Designer 
Nicole Dohmen of Atelier 
ND Interior on one of the 
apartment’s window 
seats, where the African 
influence shines through. 
The geometric cushions 
were custom-made by 
Laura Divera in Kuba Cay 
fabric by Zinc Textile. 
DETAIL (opposite) A 
corner featuring Focus 
wallpaper by Arte. Lamp 
and sideboard, Atelier  
ND Interior. Green stool, 
Serax. Woven wall piece, 
People Of The Sun. 
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W
ho came up with this?” both the 
wallpaper hanger and painter 
shouted in unison when they first 
laid eyes on the terracotta-coloured 
wallpaper and pink wall paint. 
“Much too intense,” opined the 
older Dutch craftsmen. 

“I admit – this look is quite daring,” says the interior designer 
responsible: Nicole Dohmen of Amsterdam’s Atelier ND 
Interior. “But I love working with warm colours and feminine 
round shapes. They make rooms feel so much more exciting.”

When the owner, businessman Gertjan Langeland, bought 
the apartment (near the city’s famous Vondelpark), the entire 
place was white. The building dates back to 1906 and is seven 
metres wide, and because of its width, natural light beautifully 
filters into the apartment. “It just screamed for colour,” says 
Nicole. “Yet explaining that to a client is always a challenge. 
Especially when you start with a white canvas, as in this case. 
The trick is to take them into an unknown world of possibilities. 
It’s a dance between the client’s wishes and my own view of 
what creates the best results. You listen carefully, and sometimes 
you take a step back and dare them to colour outside the lines. 
Luckily, Gertjan gave me carte blanche and trusted me 
completely. That’s a great compliment.”

Along with the injection of colour, Gertjan wanted his home 
to suit his personality: cheerful – not too serious – and yet 
masculine and tough. “That meant a large, comfy sofa, several 
nooks and crannies to relax in, beautiful items around to enjoy 
and, of course, lots of light,” says Nicole. The Japanese reed 
blinds she chose now allow daylight into the apartment while  
still enabling a view outside. Black and white geometric patterns 
balance the bold terracotta and pink hues, giving the interior  
a tougher edge. “It couldn’t be too sweet,” she adds. 

The kitchen has also been completely redone. “I’ve been 
collaborating with David Rijks of Designed by David for a long 
time,” says Nicole. “He designed the bold matt-black kitchen. 
The kitchen benchtop and splashback is made of travertine,  
a type of limestone. It’s a natural material but with a warm 
appearance that’s quite different to marble.”

From day one, the interior designer and the owner were on 
the same wavelength. And once the project was completed, 
Gertjan went “crazy” with joy. He called Nicole several times to 
let her know that coming home to the apartment now feels like 
taking a warm bath. “Nicole has given my place a face and 
character,” he says. “Unlike at my previous houses, I enjoy being 
at home now. I love how the many large windows let in lots of 
light. How it’s centrally located, on a street with lots of activity, 
and close to The Vondelpark so I can enjoy sports activities.” 

Eventually, too, even the wallpaper installer was stunned by 
the end result, telling Nicole he couldn’t believe that such a 
combination of colours could be so beautiful. Now, the only 
thing that’s still white are the ceilings...
See Nicole’s projects and online store at atelierndinterior.com 

DINING AREA The 
Moroccan kilim rug dates 
back to 1950, a vintage find 
by Atelier ND Interior. Dining 
chairs by Hans Wegner. Kuba 
Cay chair cushions (as 
before). Rattan mobile 
pendant light by Market Set. 
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“With beautiful natural light 
like this, the apartment  

just screamed for colour”  
NICOLE DOHMEN, INTERIOR DESIGNER

LESSONS LEARNT

“ Interiors can be 
amazing without being 
at all precious”  
NICOLE DOHMEN, INTERIOR DESIGNER

Seguing effortlessly from photography to 

interior design, mother-of-four Nicole is 

adept at creating luxe yet laidback interiors 

by layering lots of different textures. Her 

own home, a four-level 1920s townhouse 

in the Old South district of Amsterdam, 

features some of her own photography 

and fashion shots interspersed with 

wallpapers of ducks, fish and other quirky 

motifs. The furniture is stylish and often 

slip-covered, creating a look that is both 

grown-up and playful at the same time.

KITCHEN (top) This part  
of the home can be credited 
to Designed By David, who 
chose dark cabinetry and 
travertine for the scheme. 
The natural stone extends to 
the splashback and is a good 
match for the pale wooden 
floor. Full-length linen curtains 
by Designs Of The Time. 
Brass table, chosen by Atelier 
ND Interior. Vase by Astier de 
Villatte. PASSAGEWAY (left) 
A view of the kitchen from the 

living room. The wall is 
painted Sulking Room by 
Farrow & Ball. Pot and plant, 
Jasmijn Bloembinders 
Haarlem. LOUNGE AREA 
(opposite) The velvet sofa is 
from online business Sofa.
com. Custom cushion fabrics 
by Jim Thompson, with trims 
by Anke van Goor. Mirror 
table, HK Living. Vintage tube 
lamp by Eileen Gray for 
ClassiCon. Artwork by  
Masha Trebukova. 
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GREAT FINDS

CORRIDOR (below) Looking 
towards the kitchen window, 
shaded by a custom woven 
blind. BEDROOM (opposite) 
Divine Savages wallpaper 
brings energy to this space. 
Custom bedhead in French 
Misia fabric. Tigris velvet 
cushions, House Of Hackney. 
Pompom blanket from 
Marrakech, sourced by 
Atelier ND Interior. Artwork 
by Masha Trebukova. 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Burnished wood laminate surface, $86.57 per sq m, Laminex. Catalana Marble laminate surface, $84.15 per sq m, Laminex.  
Market Set ‘Screen’ rattan pendant light in Suspension XXL, $1593.99, Trouva. Divine Savages ‘Deco Martini’ wallpaper in Midnight Blue/Gold, $299 per 10m 

roll, Wallpaper Shop. Carl Hansen & Søn ‘CH24 Wishbone’ chair in Oak and Black Papercord, $2080, Cult. Amalfi ‘Tiger’ cushion (50cm x 30cm), $29.95, Zanui. 
HK Living ‘Fringed Velvet Tiger’ cushion in Red (25cm x 40cm), $89, House Of Orange. Bone inlay three-drawer console in Thin Zigzag, $2300, Fenton & Fenton. 
Coco Kabana cotton tassel-trimmed throw, $269, Kip & Co. Mist vase in Amber, $240 for small, Jardan. Camilla three-seater sofa in Peacock Teal, $1599, Brosa.   
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